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 Introduction. During the last decade, several parsing algorithms for RRG have been 

proposed. (Guest, 2008) implemented a chart-based parser which uses RRG templates (van 

Valin, 2005) instead of tree-rewriting rules in order to better capture semantic information. 

(Diedrichsen, 2008) develops an RRG parser for German using a set of descriptions for 

syntactic constructions in German along with a richly annotated lexicon. (Cortes-Rodriguez, 

2016) proposed an approach to incorporate parsing for RRG into a natural language 

understanding application “Artemis” based on a lexical construction model. The described 

approaches are, however, not able to deal with long-distance dependencies and two of them are 

either language- or application-specific (Cortes-Rodriguez, 2016; Diedrichsen, 2008). In this 

paper we propose a general parsing algorithm for RRG based on Tree-Wrapping Grammar 

(Kallmeyer, Osswald, & van Valin, 2013; Osswald & Kallmeyer, 2018),which shares with 

(Guest, 2008) the idea of a template-based chart parsing. Our parser can be applied to hand-

crafted or to computationally induced RRG grammar fragments of various languages. We 

discuss first parsing results, and we also show an approach to automatically extract a grammar 

for parsing, that could then be extended with probabilities in order to be used in a data-oriented 

approach with a statistical chart-based parser. 

 RRG elementary trees and their syntactic composition. Following (Kallmeyer et al., 

2013; Osswald & Kallmeyer, 2018), we adopt a formalization of RRG as a tree-rewriting 

grammar involving the tree composition operations substitution (for argument slot filling), 

wrapping substitution (for argument slot filling combined with "extraction") and sister 

adjunction (for adding operators and periphery elements among others). In other words, starting 

from a set of elementary trees, larger trees are generated by these operations. Fig. 1 provides an 

example that involves only substitution (the filling of the two NP argument slots by the 

elementary trees of “average” and “points” respectively, indicated by solid arrows) and sister 

adjunction (adding the operators “the” and “had” and the cardinal “27”, indicated by dashed 

arrows). We choose to avoid crossing branches in cases of mismatches between operator 

projection and constituency structure (and, similarly, for the periphery). Instead, if needed, 

operators attach lower. We provide a feature OP on the operator tree that signals its attachment 

layer in the operator projection, thereby, the intended RRG structure can be retrieved. An 

example is “had” in Fig. 1a, which contributes a clausal operator (OP=cl) but comes with a 

CORE adjunct tree. In the last step, this operator is re-attached to its intended position as a 

daughter of CLAUSE. Fig. 1b gives the resulting RRG tree (with the operator projection 

integrated into the constituency tree). 

 

 
Figure 1: Composition of RRG elementary trees (a) and a resulting RRG structure (b). 



 Elementary trees can be enriched with feature structures on the nodes (see the feature 

[OP=NP] in Fig. 1a) and features on the edges that restrict adjunction possibilities during 

parsing. These can be used for instance to guarantee that operators attach in the correct order 

[see (Kallmeyer & Osswald, 2017), for more details]. The elementary trees of a grammar can 

be systematically described within a hand-written grammar or they can be induced from 

syntactically annotated data. In this paper we pursue the latter approach but the parser can also 

be used for hand-written grammar fragments. 

 Chart-based RRG parsing with elementary trees with features. In order to perform 

parsing with implemented RRG grammars, we developed a CYK-style bottom-up chart parser. 

Input to the parser are a set of elementary trees and a sentence to parse. The parser returns all 

derivations for the sentence that can be derived by combining the elementary trees. Node and 

edge features are stored during parsing. The algorithm first scans the lexical items. From these, 

it generates the derived RRG constituency tree bottom-up and aims at reaching one or more 

root nodes that dominate the whole input. Tree com-position operations trigger unification of 

the feature structures at the nodes at which elementary trees combine. Unification of edge 

feature structures is the last step of parsing. If unification fails at least once, the derivation is 

discarded. The parsing algorithm is implemented as an extension of TuLiPA [1], a parsing 

environment for Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) and Frame Semantics (Kallmeyer 

& Osswald, 2017; Osswald & Kallmeyer, 2018). 

 Automatic induction of RRG grammar and parsing experiments. We perform a 

rule-based automatic induction of elementary trees on the RRGbank (Bladier et al., 2018a), an 

English treebank, in order to extract an English RRG. The trees in this resource follow a special 

notational variant of RRG, which includes the operator projection in the constituent projection 

(an example of this notational variant is shown in the RRG structure in Fig. 1b; [see (Bladier et 

al., 2018a), for more details]). The tree-extraction algorithm uses heuristic percolation tables to 

distinguish arguments from modifiers along with rules for adding feature information and 

follows the top-down extraction approach proposed by (Xia, 1999) for TAG. 

 When the induced elementary trees without any feature structures are used for parsing, 

the parser over-generates, i.e., besides the correct analysis, it also yields ungrammatical 

constituency trees. In order to avoid this, we equip the elementary trees with feature structures 

that can be obtained automatically during elementary tree induction. These feature structures 

contain linguistic information, such as attachment levels of operators and peripheral elements. 

We evaluate the usefulness of these features by counting how many ungrammatical parsing 

results they eliminate. Our special interest will be (i) modelling the operator projection in 

complex sentences and (ii) raising and control constructions that are modelled by wrapping 

substitution. 

 Outlook. In future work, we plan to use the parser both for data-driven parsing with 

probabilistic large coverage grammars as well as for symbolic parsing of manually developed 

precision grammar fragments. Concerning the former, we will automatically induce 

probabilistic grammars for various languages and apply a combination of supertagging, 

dependency parsing and A∗ chart parsing along the lines of (Bladier, van Cranenburgh, Samih, 

& Kallmeyer, 2018b; Waszczuk, 2017).We also plan to abstract away from the lexical items in 

the induced elementary trees. By extracting elementary tree templates based on the POS-tags 

provided by the treebank, the coverage of the extracted grammar can be increased. Our parsing 

approach can be extended to cover a variety of typologically different languages, provided the 

existence of sufficiently large suitable resources (such as, for example, RRGbank (Bladier et 

al., 2018a)). Concerning precision grammars, we will use the parser as a means to test RRG-

analyses of specific phenomena via hand-written grammar implementations. 
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